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The fundamental plane of black hole accretion–a correlation between radio luminosity, X-ray
luminosity, and black hole mass–expresses the connections between accretion physics over at
least eight orders of magnitude in black hole mass. We first present an updated regression
analysis of the fundamental plane utilizing a Bayesian approach. We then present new results
on our attempts to place BL Lac objects on the fundamental plane. BL Lac objects are in-
terpreted in the standard model as low-luminosity radio galaxies viewed nearly along the axis
of a relativistic jet. They might be excellent high-mass analogs (∼108-109 solar masses) to
hard-state X-ray binaries because their spectral energy distributions are jet dominated. Also,
they likely have weak broad emission line regions, meaning their environments are relatively un-
complicated compared to other classes of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) with similarly massive
black holes. We consider around 102 BL Lac objects here (taken from a much larger 723 object
SDSS BL Lac sample) for which we measure black hole masses, and for which we have radio,
optical, and X-ray flux measurements. Even just this subset of 102 BL Lac objects is larger
than entire XRB/AGN samples used in previous fundamental plane studies. Our BL Lacs
generally fit on the fundamental plane, albeit with scatter. We investigate potential sources of
this scatter, such as the importance of relativistic beaming. We also discuss if objects deviate
from the plane as a function of their synchrotron cutoff frequency, which could be interpreted
as variations in the strengths of their broad emission line regions (i.e., environment) and/or in
accretion rate.
